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Do banks need bankers? On the interpretation of value creation within the German financial sector.

The German financial sector experienced fundamental changes during the last years, which were perpetuated by the outcomes of the financial crisis. At the same time the “banker” occupation lost in social reputation. This context builds the background for the reconstruction of ideas of value creation, which could be found within German banks. 
Predominant explanations of how profit is made by banks focus on financial engineering, lowering transaction costs and marketing. This might be a reason for a successively devaluation of the functional role of “the banker” within the banking institutions, which emerged even before the clash. I will argue in my presentation, that in the current situation, which is embossed by new difficulties and strong competition between banks, aspects of service and service quality cautiously find there way back into concepts of value creation. In how far banks recover the role of the banker again, will be discussed. 
The presentation results from a qualitative study on the German Financial sector, conducted from 2009 to 20011. About 50 interviews and long term observations build the empirical basis for the argumentation.  
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